Abstract:! It! is! well! established! that! key! to! achieving! innovations! is! to! innovate! on! meaning;!however,!most!discussion!is!limited!to!the!meaning!of!the!end!product!to! the!user.!We!argue!that!meaning!changes!should!be!explored!throughout!the!design! process.! We! contend! that! framing! is! intrinsically! related! to! the! creation! of! new! meaning! due! to! its! capacity! to! provide! a! new! standpoint! from! which! to! approach! problems!and!subsequently!direct!novel!solutions.!We!provide!an!analysis!of!framing! and!meaning!making!by!studying!three!design!innovation!methods!that!span!social,! product,!and!business!design.!We!arrive!at!a!common!model!of!framing!in!which!we! explore! how! meaning! changes! are! initiated! and! in! what! form! they! manifest.! We! contend! that! the! act! of! framing! creates! new! meaning! by! providing! a! new! interpretation! of! the! problem! (to! the! designer)! and/or! an! interpretation! of! the! solution!to!the!user.!!
1.!Introduction!!
It!is!increasingly!recognized!that!design!can!be!used!to!achieve!innovations!through!creating! a!change!in!(product)!meaning! (Verganti,!2008 (Verganti,! ,!2011 .!!By!innovation!we!refer!to!the! introduction!of!a!new!product!or!service!into!the!market!that!results!in!sustained!changes!in! behaviour!of!that!market! (Dong,!2013) .!!Meaning!within!the!design!literature!is!often! considered!broadly!as!the!purpose!of!the!product interpretation,!by!the!user.!!Design!is!particularly!suited!to!creating!innovations!of!meaning! because!its!methods!and!practices!of!finding!new!approaches(to!problems!or!opportunities! enables!the!generation!of!novel!solutions.!!The!creation!of!these!new!approaches,!or! perspectives,!in!a!design!task!constitutes!the!design!activity!of!(re7)!framing!and!is!seen!as!an! integral!part!of!the!practice!of!expert!designers! (Cross,'2007 ; 'Dorst,'2011; 'Schön,'1983) .!!We! argue!that!the!act!of!(re7)!framing!supports!changes!in!meaning!because!taking!a!new! approach!to!a!problem!inevitably!changes!the!qualities!of!both!the!problem!itself!and!the! types!of!solutions!that!are!subsequently!generated.!! Most!academic!discussion!concerning!meaning!and!innovation!is!restricted!to!that!focusing! on!the!end!product!of!framing!-!the!final!design!and!its!meaning!to!the!user.!!In!this!paper! we!seek!to!examine!how!these!meaning!changes!occur,!specifically,!we!examine!meaning! changes!both!in!terms!of!the!value!of!the!end!product!to!the!user,!but!also!in!regards!to!the! meaning!changes!during!the!problem!re7formulation!stages!for!the!designer.!!Thus,!we! explore!the!role!of!framing!in!creating!changes!of!meaning!over!the!design!process.!!We! examine!three!design!innovation!methods!that!share!in!common!this!act!of!(re7)!framing!and! cover!a!broad!range!of!case!studies!and!applications!within!the!domains!of!social,!product,! and!business!design,!namely,!Frame!Creation! (Dorst,!2015) ,!Vision!in!Design! (Hekkert!&!van! Dijk,!2011) ,!and!Design!Led!Innovation! (Bucolo,!2015) ,!respectively.!!We!studied!example! projects!from!each!method!in!order!to!ascertain!a!common!model!of!framing!in!which!we! can!study!meaning!creation!from!the!problem!conceptualisation!through!to!solutions.!!Our! common!model!of!framing!enables!the!exploration!of!both!how!meaning!changes!are! initiated!(what!we!term,!"meaning!prompts")!and!in!what!form!they!manifest!("meaning! attributes").!! The!paper!proceeds!as!follows:!We!present!a!brief!overview!and!exploration!of!the!concept! of!meaning,!offering!our!own!articulation!of!what!meaning!could!be!throughout!the!design! process!(section!1.1(Meaning).!!We!then!begin!our!analysis!of!framing!and!meaning!change! by!introducing!each!of!the!three!(re7)!framing!methods!and!our!approach!to!analysis!(section!
2.(Methodology).!!We!then!present!our!common!model!of!framing!and!meaning!making!in!
which!we!compare!and!contrast!the!three!methods!(section!3.(Analysis).!!Within!this,!we! articulate!the!steps!of!framing!common!to!each!method,!and!we!present!an!abstracted! model!of!these!steps!in!which!we!identify!and!describe!specific!instances!of!meaning! change.!!We!finish!with!a!discussion!where!we!reflect!on!interesting!insights!derived!from! analysing!the!three!innovation!methods!with!the!common!model!of!framing,!and!then! conclude!with!suggestions!for!future!research!(section!4.(Discussion).!
1.1(Meaning(
Meaning!as!understood!in!the!literature!! The!idea!of!innovation!of!meaning!is!well!established!and!numerous!accounts!abound.!!For! instance,!the!leading!Italian!product!design!firm,!Alessi,!created!their!"Family!Follows! Fiction"!line!of!kitchen!products!whereby!the!visual!appearance!of!common!kitchen!items! was!modified!to!appeal!to!the!user's!inner!sense!of!child.!!Similarly,!Artemide's!Metamorfosi! lamp!took!the!concept!of!lighting!from!lamps!as!merely!beautifully!designed!objects,!to! lamps!that!create!atmosphere!and!ambience.!!These!examples,!and!others,!clearly!illustrate! how!a!product!(or!service)!can!have!a!change!in!meaning,!or!value,!that!goes!beyond!a! simple!change!in!function!or!technological!improvement.!!However,!this!notion!of!meaning,! or!creation!of!new!meaning,!within!the!domain!of!design!is!ill7defined.!!Several!different! attempts!at!creating!taxonomies!of!meaning!have!already!been!put!forth!(e.g. !Crilly,!2010; ! Fournier,!1991; !Krippendorff,!1989) .!!Here,!meaning!is!discussed!(for!example)!in!relation!to! purpose,!function,!symbolism,!emotional!associations,!and!so!on,!both!at!the!personal!and! the!shared!social!cultural!level.!!Further,!meaning!can!relate!to!perceptions,!feelings,! thoughts,!or!actions.!!As!can!be!seen,!no!consistent!conceptualization!of!meaning!exists,!and! most!discussion!is!limited!to!end!user!value,!with!meaning!changes!during!the!design! process!relatively!overlooked.! ! An!account!of!meaning!as!an!interpretation!of!a!situation! For!sake!of!simplicity,!here!we!offer!a!broad!conceptualization!of!meaning!as!an! interpretation(of(a(situation,!whereby!this!can!be!an!interpretation!of!the!problem!(to!the! designer)!and/or!an!interpretation!of!the!solution!to!the!user.!!Changes!in!meaning!in!the! first!instance!-!the!problem!-!could!manifest!as!a!new!understanding!of!the!problem,!and!a! new!way!of!looking!at!the!problem;!while!changes!in!the!second!instance!-!the!solution!-! can!manifest!as!a!new!experience!of!a!product/situation!in!its!context.!!We!can!label!these! interpretations,!or!manifestations!of!meaning!change,!as!"meaning!attributes";!that!is,!what( form!or!quality!the!meaning!change!possesses.!!We!can!also!label!how(these!meaning! changes!manifest!as!"meaning!prompts"!-!the!activity!that!sparked!or!initiated!the!change!in! interpretation!of!a!situation.!!We!will!explore!the!nature!of!these!attributes!and!prompts! and!their!relationship!to!the!framing!process!throughout!the!remainder!of!the!paper.!!
2.!Methodology!
In!order!to!understand!meaning!changes!over!the!design!process,!we!need!to!clearly! understand!the!nature!of!framing,!as!we!believe!it!is!the!act!of!framing!that!is!central!to! meaning!creation!and!is!a!key!feature!common!to!most!design!innovation!methods.!!We! analysed!three!current!design!methods,!namely,!Frame!Creation! (Dorst,!2015) ,!Vision!in! Design! (Hekkert!&!van!Dijk,!2011) ,!and!Design!Led!Innovation! (Bucolo,!2015) .!!We!explored! several!example!projects!of!each!method!that!span!the!domains!of!social,!product,!and! business!design.!!By!studying!multiple!example!projects!we!could!abstract!from!them! specific!qualities!and!steps!involved!in!framing!which!allows!us!to!build!a!general!model!of! the!framing!process,!shared!across!methods.!!This!approach!builds!upon!that!described!in! Vermaas,!Dorst,!and!Thurgood!(2015)!in!which!different!forms!of!framing!(framing,!re7 framing,!and!goal7reformulation)!were!described!in!order!to!determine!instances!in!which! framing!can!go!wrong.!!Within!our!own!broad!model!of!framing!presented!here,!we!also! interject!our!analysis!of!meaning!making:!its!prompts!and!attributes.!!In!the!remainder!of! this!section,!we!introduce!each!method!with!a!brief!background!and!then!an!example! project!of!each. Common(model(of(the(framing(process(from(problem(through(to(solutions.( Framing(and(meaning(making(over(the(design(process( Following!this!analysis,! Table! (Overview(of(aims(and(findings( It!is!widely!recognised!that!a!key!feature!of!achieving!innovations!is!to!innovate!on!meaning;! however,!most!academic!discussion!focuses!on!the!value!of!the!end!product!to!the!user,! with!little!discussion!regarding!how!the!creation!of!new!meaning!is!initiated.!!In!this!paper! we!sought!to!examine!meaning!creation!over!the!design!process!-!both!in!the!problem!and! solution!spaces.!!We!examined!three!design!innovation!methods!in!which!framing!plays!a! central!role.!!We!reasoned!that!framing!is!intrinsically!related!to!the!creation!of!new! meaning!due!to!its!capacity!to!provide!a!new!standpoint!from!which!to!approach!problems! and!subsequently!direct!novel!solutions.!!From!observing!patterns!across!methods!and! example!projects,!we!were!able!to!articulate!a!common!model!of!framing!which!revealed! important!insights!regarding!how!meaning!changes!arise!("meaning!prompts"),!and!in!what! form,!or!quality,!they!take!("meaning!attributes").!!We!found!that!meaning!changes!did! occur!both!within!the!design!process!(during!the!re7frame!and!end!frame)!and!in!the! solution!stage.!!This!capacity!to!investigate!the!nature!of!both!the!design!process!and!the! end!solution!using!the!common!construct!of!meaning!creates!new!opportunities!for!a!more! integrated!understanding!of!the!whole!innovation!process!-!from!framing!through!to!the! successful!implementation!and!use!of!the!product.!!We!will!now!briefly!discuss!these! changes!of!meaning!in!turn,!situating!them!in!a!discussion!of!more!general!human!"ways!of! knowing",!or!thought!processes!and!activities,!that!align!with!the!design!processes!outlined! in!our!framing!model.! 
3.!Analysis!

3.1(A(model(of(framing:(Analysing(meaning(changes(across(methods((
3.2(
4.2(Reflecting(on(the(analysis(
We!have!broadly!conceptualised!meaning!in!this!paper!as!being!the!interpretation!of!a! situation.!!We!argued!that!this!can!be!an!interpretation!of!the!problem!(to!the!designer)! and/or!an!interpretation!of!the!solution!(to!the!user).!!We!have!examined!the!relationship! between!innovation!processes,!framing,!and!meaning!to!identify!how!meaning!is!made! throughout!the!innovation!process,!and!in!what!forms!it!manifests.!!While!we!found!the! methods!to!differ!in!their!procedural!steps!and!in!the!individual!nuances!by!which!meaning! changes!are!initiated!or!prompted,!we!observed!some!commonalities!in!the!broad! representation!or!form!in!which!these!changes!manifested!(or!in!the!"interpretations"!of! meaning!at!each!stage!in!the!design!process).!!In!the!problem!space,!we!argued!that! meaning!change!manifests!firstly!as!a!new!understanding!of!the!problem!(during!the!re7 frame!stage),!and!then!as!a!new!perspective!on!the!problem!(during!the!end!frame!stage).!! In!the!solution!space,!to!the!designer,!meaning!change!first!manifests!as!the!designing!of! new!product7context!relationships!(drawing!from!the!meanings!in!the!end!frame).!!Then! once!the!solution!space!is!designed!or!prototyped,!there!is!the!user's!experience!of!the! product!(solution!stage)!as!having!new!meaning!(presumably)!consistent!with!achieving!the! initial!and!reformulated!goals.!!!
